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Daily Softs Technical Charts
2nd Month NY Sugar

NY sugar futures declined yesterday as selling pressure continued, the market closed below key support at
17.78. The stochastics are falling out of oversold, and the MACD diff is converging. The RSI is declining as well,
and the close below support and three sessions on the downside indicate we could see prices test the 40 DMA at
17.41. The long term trend is still on the upside, and if prices hold above the 40 DMA, this will remain the case. In
order to confirm the outlook of higher prices, futures need to take out 18.53. We expect futures to hold firm in the
near term.

2nd Month Ldn Sugar

Ldn sugar futures weakened yesterday as selling pressure continued, the market closed at 457.80. The
stochastics are falling, the MACD is converging, and the RSI is falling. We expect further selling pressure in the
near term towards trend support at 450.80 where the 100 DMA also stands. A subsequent breach of this level
would help to confirm the double top at 480 and a rejection of the ascending triangle. On the upside, the market
has been supported between 457 and 450 in recent weeks. Futures need to gain a footing above 469.60 in order
to set the scene for higher prices in the long run.

2nd Month NY Coffee

NY coffee futures gained ground yesterday after prices were well supported at 147.50 and this prompted a close
on the front foot at 152.25. The stochastics are falling and the MACD diff is negative suggesting we could see
lower prices in the near term. Yesterday's candle suggests an appetite for prices around 147.50, but the market
needs to gain a footing above 155.40. On the downside, rejection of prices above the 23.64% fib level could set
the scene for lower prices back through 147.50 to 142.74. We expect the market to firm today and maintain a
footing above 150.

2nd Month Ldn Coffee
Yesterday's activity saw prices test 1720, this level held firm and futures closed at 1707. The stochastics are
falling out of overbought as the MACD diff is negative but lacks conviction, this confirms the spinning top candle
and the consolidation above 1700. Long term momentum is still on the upside, but the rejection of prices above
1720 could set the scene for lower prices back towards 1643 at the 23.6% fib level. The 40 DMA stands at 1608.8
and will close in and provide support in the near term. If prices hold above the 23.6% fib level the market will
remain on the upside.

2nd Month NY Cocoa
Cocoa prices failed above 2300 yesterday, causing a test of support at 2270 but the market closed at 2295.
Stochastics are falling and the MACD diff is negative and diverging on the downside helping to confirm the
outlook on the downside, and the break below support at 2300 at 2247. Downside tails suggest improving buying
pressure below 2300 and this could set the scene for higher prices in the near term towards 2317 before
targeting 2355. We expect prices to remain weak in the near term and a reaffirmation of resistance at 2317 could
trigger losses to 2247.

2nd Month Ldn Cocoa
Cocoa prices edged lower yesterday as selling pressure continued, the market closed at 2181.64. The
reaffirmation of resistance could trigger losses towards 2147 in the near term but the stochastics are falling
further into the oversold territory but the MACD diff is negative territory. A break of support at 2147 would
confirm the descending triangle and may prompt further selling pressure to 2100. On the upside, the market
needs to break above the 38.2% fib level and trend resistance in order to confirm the outlook of higher prices.
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